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The Community's regional problems
Regional differences in Levels of economic development exist within all of the
Community's member countries. But when one compares regions throughout the
Community as a whole, the disparities are inevitably much, much greater. The
poorest regions are in the South of Italy and the West of Ireland. The most
prosperous regions - Hamburg, Paris, Brussels, and so on - have an income per
head several times higher.
The main problem regions fall into two categories. First, there are the underdevelopped rural areas, Largely dependent on agriculture and characterised by
Low levels of income, high Levels of unemployment, underemployment and outward
migration, and inadequate public infrastructure. Typically such areas are in
the Italian Mezzogiorno, Ireland and parts of France.
Second, there are the once rich regions based on industries now in decline, like
coal, steel, shipbuilding and textiles. Such regions are found in the older
industrial regions of the United Kingdom in particular, but in parts of France,
Belgium and elsewhere too. They are characterised above all by an outdated
industrial structure and high Levels of unemployment.
Many of the regions concerned are Located at the periphery of both their
national territory and the Community, which clearly aggravates the problems.
And distance is an even more important factor for Greenland, with its special
problems of sparce population and unhospitable climate, and the French overseas
departments.
One must not forget either the problems faced by certain regions adjoining the
Community's internal frontiers, and those of congestion, pollution and urban
decay which face many big conurbations in richer and poorer areas.
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Community action to date
From its inception the Community has acknowledged the existence of its
regional problems and disparities. The Treaty of Rome p~rmits various
exceptions to normal Community rules in order to protect the less-favoured
regions. And the Community has always had various financial instruments
which make available loans and grants to help solve their problems.
The European Coal and Steel Community CECSC) has made Loans totalling
nearly .4,000 million u.a. *) to help modernise the coal and steel industries or attact new job-creating industry in coal and steel regions. Such
Loans Last year totalled over 1,000 million u.a.
The European Investment Bank CEIB) has made available over 6,000 million
u.a. in Loans, the bulk of it for regional development purposes. Last
year 75% of the 1,000 mill. u.a. Lent was for regional projects.
The European Social Fund CESF) and the European Coal and Steel Community
have together made grants totalling 1,400 million u.a. for training and
retraining workers otherwise unable to obtain jobs.
And the Guidance Section of the European Agricultural Fund
(FEOGA) has to date spent 1,800 million u.a. in grants to
help modernise the structure of agricultural production and distribution.
The Community's total financial assistance has not therefore been negligible,
and a considerable proportion has g6ne to the Less prosperous regions. But
its impact has not been sufficient in view of the scale of the problems
faced.
The 1975 regional policy decisions
It was hoped from the beginning that the economic growth generated by the
creation of the common market, plus the sp~cial efforts outlined above,
would be sufficient to bring the Community's regional imbalances within
reasonable Limits. By 1975 it was clear that these hopes remained unfulfilled.
It was also clear that the persistance of the Community's regional disparities were a major obstacle in the path of continued economic integration.
Further Community progress in this ~ire~tion requires a much greater convergence of the economic policies of the Member States, and this is simply
not possible while certain national econ6mies and budgets have to bear such
crippling burdens.
In recognition of these facts the Community therefore moved a stage
further, with the creation of its first two specific regional policy instruments: the Regional Fund and the Regional Policy Committee.
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The Regional Fund to date
The European Regional Development F~nd was established in March 1975, with
a three-year budget of 1,300 million u.a. (300 m.u.a. for 1975, 500 m.u.a.
for each of 1976 and 1977).The Fund makes grants to help industrial and service
sector investments which create new or safeguard existing jobs, for infrastruct~re 1nvestmehtsCroads, water supply, industr1al estates, etc.) linked with
these productive investments, and for infrastructure investments in certain
Less favoured rural regions. The investments must be Located in areas which
qualify for national regional aid and be supported by national public funds.
The Fund's resources are shared out according to a special key fixed to
reflect and extent of the regional problems in the different Member States:
Italy
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Ireland

40.0%
28.0%
15.0%
6.4%
6.0%

Netherland
Belgium
Denmark
Luxembourg

1 • 7"1.
1. 5%
1. 3%
0.1%

Applications for grant are submitted by the national governments.
Up to April 1977 the Commission had approved grants totalling 946 million
u.a. for 3,327 investment projets. The tables attached give the regional
breakdown of the grants approved.
Grants are paid to the national authorities, who can either pass them on
to the individual investor, or retain them as part reimbursement of
national expenditure on the projects concerned. To date all governments
have taken the second alternative as far as private sector investments
are concerned, but in most case~ grants for infrastructure projects are
passed on to the regional or local authorities involved.
The retention of the grants bf the national authorities is acceptable
provided it does not Lead to a reduction of national expenditure on
regional development. In other words, the additional resources must be
used for additional regional development projects which could not otherwise have been financed within the year in question so that the total
regional development effort is increased by the amount of the receipts
from the Fund. How best to ensure that this is the case has perhaps been
the main subject of public controversy concerning the Regional Fund.
The Regional Policy Committee
The second instrument of Community regional policy, set up at the same time
as the Regional Fund, is the Regional Policy Committee, composed of senior
national and Commission officials. Its task is to keep the development
of the regions under constant review, to compare and assess national regional policies, which must clearly be compatible both with each other and
with Community aims, and generally to examine all aspects of Community
activity which affect the regions. It advises the Commission and the
Council of Ministers where Community-Level actiori is needed in order to
protect regional interests.
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The new Commission proposals
On 1 June 1977 the Commission proposed a series of measures aimed at
developing a new active and comprehensive Community regional policy.
It had already decided, on 26 May, as part of the Community budget, to
propose a figure of 750 million European units of account for the European
Regional Development Fund in 1978. (In the same units of account the Fund
has about 400 million available in 1977.) ·
Why a new regional policy
An active and comprehensive regional policy is necessary for four main
.reasons:
- the establishment of the common market did much to stimulate economic
growth during the 1960s and brought benefits to both richer and poorer
regions. But it did Little to reduce the gaps between them;
- the economic crisis has aggravated the problems of the traditionally
poorer regions and also created new problems;
- Community policy decisions in other fields can have unfavourable consequences for the regions;
- the persistence of major regional imbalances is a major obstacle to the
convergence of national economic policies without which further progress
towards economic integration is not possible.
This new situation requires the new Community regional policy to be more
ambitious than in the past. Indeed, even at times of sustained growth the
compensations to the Less-favoured regions have not been sufficient to
resolve the problem of regional disparities. A comprehensive approach to
the problem of structural change is called for, to help both the regions
which were underdeveloped even before the creation of the Community and
those which face or are Likely to face difficult problems or redevelopment.
The aims of regional policy
Regional policy must be conceived as a comprehensive policy concerning all
Community territory and all Community activity. It must involve a variety
of specific regional measures, bring a "regional dimension'' to other Community policies and be closely coordinated with, and complementary to,
national regional policies.
Community regional policy has two main aims: on the one hand, the reduction of the existing regional imbalances found in both the traditionally
Less-developed regions and those in the process of industrial or agricultural
redevelopment; on the other, the prevention of new regional imbalances
Likely to occur as a result of the trends in world economic development
or of policy measures adopted by the Community.
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These aims must be achieved within the framework of an active employment
policy. In the present economic situation of the Community the creation of
new jobs in the regions suffering from the greatest structural unemployment
must remain a major priority.
The means of regional policy
-

~e..!_e.!:.m.i_n.i_n.9_..e_r.i.o.!:.i..!.i!_s

The first task is to establish an effective monitoring system which can
regularly review the situation of all the Community's regions and define
where Community action is required. Then, every two years beginning in
1979 the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, will set priorities
and guidelines to be followed by both the Community and the Member
States.
-

B_e.9_i_£n~l_i~p~c..!_~s~e~s~e!2t

From now on, in preparing its proposals in all main fields of Community
policy the Commission will take account of the regional consequences of
those policies. The Community will thus be able to take into consideration the interests of the regions concerned and where necessary adopt
specific measures to correct any negative effects.
-

.f_o_£r~iDa..!_i_£n_o.f.l:!_a..!_i_£n~l_r!_g.i_ol:!_a_!:._e_o_!:.i_£i!_s

Coordination will be based on the guidelines to be set by the Council
and the regional development programmes of the Member States. The
Commission is concerned in particular to bring about the coordinated
use of disincentives to investment in developed regions .and the coordination of infrastructure projects, especially in intern~l frontier regions
and to ensure that Regional Fund and national resources are used in a
complementary way.
- .J:.h!_ ~o~m~nj_tx_'~..f.il:!_al:!_c.i_a_!:.!_f.f.o.!:.t
The principal financial instrument of Community regional policy is
clearly the Regional Fund. But the Community's effective contribution
to regional development will be greatly increased by the coordinated use
of all Community financial instruments, including its loan facilities.
As far as the Regional Fund itself is concerned, a number of important
changes are proposed:
i)

the Fund is from now on a permanent instrument of Community regional
policy, and its resources will be fixed each year as part of the
general Community budget. The Commission has proposed 750 million EUA
for 1978.

ii) The Fund will be divided into two sections. The larger section
(650 million EUA for 1978) will provide support for national
r~gional policies as in the past and will be based On the existing
system of national quotas (see p.3). The remaining 100 million EUA
will be used to finance specific Community actions outside the quota
system.
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iii) two categories of region will bene't1t urrder the quota section of the
Fund: first the most seriously underdeveloped regions (the Mezzogiorno,
Ireland, Northern Ireland, Greenland and the French Overseas Departments);
and second the regions facing major problems of industrial or agricultural redevelopment (such as many industrial regions of the United
Kingdom or agricultural regions of France). These regions coincide
with the nationally aided areas currently eligible for Regional Fund
assistance.
iv) the non-quota section of the Fund will be used to combat specific
problems which arise in either the regions eligible under the quota
section, or in:
- areas affected by Community policy decisions. These will be determined
in the Light of these decisions and may be inside the nationally aided
areas or in other parts of the Community;
- regions at the Community's internal frontiers which feel the effects
of integration with particular sharpness.
v) the rates of grant can be varied according to the catgories of region
and the nature of the problems. Infrastructure projects which contribute to regional development can receive grants of between 10 and 50%
of their investment cost; for industrial and service sector projects
the rate of grant will be closely related to the number of jobs created
or safeguarded.
vi) the specific actions to be financed by the non-quota section will be
determined by the Council, on a proposal from the Commission. One
specific action is proposed immediately, namely a system of interest
rebates of 5 percentage points on Loans from the ECSC, the European
Investment Bank or new Community Loan facilities. In addition, the
Commission is examining the case for establishing a system for taking
shares in the risk capital of companies, via existing national regional
development bodies.
vii) the proposals require the Member States to indicate clearly how
Regional Fund resources are used.
-_!he _im..e_L~m~n_!a_!i~n_o_i _!h~ D_e~ .!:_e.9_i~n~L_p~l_icx_
The scale of the task involved requires the creation of a mechanism
capable of appreciating regional problems in all their aspects and
indicating the guidelines for coordinated Community and national action.
The Commission considers that consultation between the Community, the
Member States, the employers' organisations and trade unions and representatives of regional and Local authorities is needed. It will put forward
proposals with this in view during the discussions to take place in the
Council.
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Please note that the title of tables I and II should read
EUROPEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
instead of
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EUROPEAN DEVELOPf·1ENT FUND.

(mill ion u. a.)

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
(October 1975- April 1977)
Table I

National statistics: Aid granted in million units of account (rounded figures; in brakets: number of investment projects)
I. Industrial, handicraft and service
activities

BELGIUM
DENMARK
GERMANY
FRANCE
IRELAND
ITALY
LUXEI\1BOURG
NETHERLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM
TOTALS

II.

Infrastructure

I I I. Rural infrast rueture

-

13,80< 91)

1, 19(19)

12,46<86)

17 ,67(227>

24,44(161>

43,97(302)

74,64(133)

3,88(6)

34,44(76)

27,94(128)

9,84(26)

72,22(230)

1 15, OS C227>

52,37(91)

22,08(276)

389,50(594)

0,75(1)

-

15,58(11)

-

-

102, 71< 298)

161,08(1093)

8,10(59)

318,70(1165)

383,06(1795)

43,90(367)

=============~===========~~ ~=~==========~;=======~~;~~~ ~~=~~=========~=============-

Exchange rate? EDF :1 u.a ... 50 FB

=

7,5 KD

""

3,66 DM

&a

5,55419 FF

o, 416667

= 625
:a

17,4 7( 1 07)

3,67(16)

-

=

IV. Totals

Lit.

3, 62 FL.

f.

13,65(105)
42, 11(388)
122,49(441)

0,75(1)
15,58(11>
271 ,89( 1450>
945,66<3327>
==============~==============

....

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND

(million u.a.)

(October 1975 -April 1977)
Table II
Regional statistics: Aid granted in million units of account (rounded fiqures; in brakets: number of investment projects)
I.

Industrial, handicraft and service
activities

BELGIUf~

Flanders
Wallonia
Total

DENMARK
Greenland
Other regions
Total

II.

Infrastructure

III. Rural infrastructure

-

10,05 (64)

3,67 (16)

3,75 (27)

3,67 (16)

13,80 (91)

-

11,13 C85)

Baden-Wurttemberg
Berlin

Total

10,05 (64)

============== ============= ============= -------------- f============= ============== ============= =============
1,19 (19)

1,33

-

(1)

12,46 (86)

2,34 ( 26)

3,60 (23>

0,11

0,05 (1)

(1)

3,00 <35)
0,68 C12>

3,84 (29)

-

1,18 (30)

1,45 (14)

2,09 (64)

1,12 (13)

3,14 (6)

1,32 (5)

4,40 (46)

9,16 (67)

0,73

0,91 (7)

(7)

-

17,67 (227)

2,99 (2)
24,44 (161)

============== ~=-============= ::::::.-';.-.:::::-::::::::: -==·=.,=========

7,42 (43)

17,47 (107>

============== ============= ============= ============== ============= ==============
1,19 (19)

GER~1ANY

Schleswig-Holstein
Bremen
Niedersachsen
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Hessen
Rheinland-Pfatz
Saarland
Bayern

-

IV. Tot13ls

-

-

-

1\)

11,13 (85)
2,52 C20)
13,65 <105) I

============== !=============
5,94 (49)
0,16 (2)
6,84 (64)
0,68 (12)
2,63 (44)
3,21 (77)
4,46 (11)
13,56 (113)
1,64 (14)
2,99 (2)
42~-i~~!_.

==============~============= =:.-===========-~===---------·

(million

I.Industrial~handicraft

II. Infrastructure

IlL Rural Infrastructure

and service activities

FRANCE
---

l

I

-

Alu.c~

1 ,09( 8)

AquitaiM

2,82(11)

Auvu~n~

0,32<5>

14,78(6)

Basse-Normandf~

1 ,82<1 0)

0,54(2)

Bourgogne
Bretagne

0,53(8)

.

2,89(20)

28,56(10)

Cha~agn•

0,68(5)

Total

2,36(12>
0,53(8)

-

31 ,4500>
0,68( 5)
6,06( 20)

--

0,01(1)
0,28(2)

0,32<1)

2,90<14>

5,80(4)

1 ,33( 1)

. 8,51( 1 5)

.
1,69(9)
.
5,87(31)
.

4,63(28)
0,43(C.)

-

0,05 ( 2)
2,24(14)
2,55(35)

1,31(1])

0,43(4)

0,45(])

2,10(15)

1,23(12)

1,23(2.5)

1.37<5)

I

I

I

I

I

I

----.
-

I

8,65( 38)

1,49(3)

-

1,53(10)

•==-::::z::ea

9,24(28>

0,56(,

3,54(19)

I

15,84(12)

1,38<10)
2,75<18)

I

0,74(1)

2,02<12)
8,65(38)

t-

1 ,09( 8)

-

.
-

0,28<2>

-

-

6,06<20>

0,01(1)

Llngufdoc-qoussfllon
Li•ousin
lorrtine
IU df •Pyrtnhs
Nord-Pas-de-Cal• is
P1ys de la Lofrt
Picardi•
Poitou-Charrnte
Provencf•Catr d'Azur
Rhtlne-Alpet
Guadrloupe
Guy ant
"artiniqu•
Rt\6\ign

I

6,42(11)

-

Corsi
Franchr-Comptt
Hlutr.;.Normandie

IV. Totals

t

'

~;J.a.)

5,93<3:1>
3,54(19)
10,50(59)
0,43(4)
1,H<10>
0,05(2)

I I
I

I

I

I

2,24(14)
3,86(48)

O,oci( 7>

3, 3}( 27)
I

2 1 1,0( 211)

I
I
l
==~======e=~~~~~~~:~~~=izaaaaa&aaa~l===•===~---~:~~~~!~~!Jl:aaaasaaaaJlaaa:aaaaaala!:~~~~!aaal:zaaa:aa:ajz:~aaaaa:aal:~~~:~:~:~
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(million u.a.)

I. Industrial, handi~
craft and service
activities

II. In-frastructure

III. Rural infrastructure

IV. Totals

IRELAND
Donegal
North West
West

(4)

(17)

(5)

(26)

(2)

(6)

(3)

(11)

( 18)

(16)

C10>

(44)

l'lid West

(7)

C13)

South West

(13)

( 1 2)

(7)

(32)

South East

(7)

(19)

Midlands
East
North East

(9)

(18)

(7)

(17)

(9)

(8)

Multiregional projects
Total
ITALY

-

(2)

34,44 (76)

-------------- ============= -------------

-

<20)

-

'

(26)

-

-

(27)
( 18)

(1)

27,94 (128>

9,84 (26)

(2)
.t'-

72,22 <230)

========;:::::::::: ============== !============== ============== ::::==== ========

Abruzzi

3,05(11)

5,65 (11)

0,72 (14)

9,42 (36)

Basilicata

2,20 (5)

2,61 ( 4)

3,84 (55)

8,65 (64)

Calabria

1,83 (4)

28,91 (6)

5,11 (87)

35,85 (97)

Campania
Lazio

30,84 ( 67)

41,27 (16)

3,69 (67)

75,80 (150)

32,23 (45)

18,86 (6)

2,41 (17)

53,50 (68)

l'larche

1,16

Molin

3,08 (6)

0,76 (3)

Puglia

23,02 (42)

19,54 (11)

Sardinia
Sicilia

Multiregional projects
(~asilicata-Pu)lia)

Total

(1)

2,47 (2)

5,81 (15>

66,15 (15)

11,83 (31)

49,97 (16)

-

I

(24)

16,18

(1)

-

1,90 (10)

3,63

c:n

5,74 C19>
42,56 (53)

2,44 (12)

74,40 (42)

1,97 (14)

63,77 (61)

-

16,18 (1)

'
I

===~=e=~=~!!===f::=!!~eQ~=~~~n ============== -~~~!~~=~~H:: ==============i::?~eQ~=~?~~!= ==!:=c====:.-===-~~~Q=H~H·=;

(million u.a.)

IJ.InoustdaT~

hand-icra,ft
and service activities

II. Infrastructure
'

LUXEMBOURG

III. Rural Infrastructure

IV. Totals

I

a••===~==9F==•=====~==~=•=•===•==~==:Ea=s••a=•••s••••mac:

0,7~(1)

0,75(1>

:a~:z:aaaa:~azaaca:a:a:t:s:aas:•ca~:a:a~aaa.a•t:za•••••••=~a:s:a~••••~~=•=~=••=

NETHERLANDS
Gronlng~n

7,43(])

7,43(3)

Lilllburg

5,66(5)

5,66(5)

Friesland

2,49<3)

2,49( 3)

Total

z=========~=••========~=====:=•==~~=========J======•====J!~~~~~!!!::t:::::::::aal::::as:a::Jb::a:sa:aas~========••:l::::====•=~~~~~!!!!:

UNITED KINGOOM

N. En~land
N.W. England

36, 171<83>

38,685(229)

7 ,009(32)

19,346(173)

Yor~shire&Humbersidt

2,974(24)

6,702(134)

!. Midlands
s.w. England
Scotland
W1ln

0,430(8)

1,360(24)

1 ,222(18)

2,962(62>

.?1,944(58)

41,802(188>

10,373(47)

31 ,073( 214)

N. Irtllnd

22,588(28)

19, 108(67)

w.

~lidl1nd1

Total

1

-

102,711<298>

l-:-:.::••••••••••••z ::1~:::-=::::::::::;

l .

-

-

26,355(205)
9,676(158)

-

1,790(32)
4, 184(80)

7 ,018(41)

70,764(287)

-

41,446(261)

-

0,038(2)

1,083(18)

0,038(2)
l161,0760093)-

74,856(312)

J ------.

8,11lSC59)

42,784(113)

--

'

.

:::s•::z=::.::.:r: =====:::::r.11:::::t:=-===::.:.:::::;l::::::=====':!'Z!:...4t.:::=-;::..=.o::===

1271,893(1450)
=======:z:;:.::::--a~:
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